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Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. Mamura’s sudden confession of love
leaves Suzume’s head spinning. After spending the entire night agonizing over how to
respond to him, she finally decides to give Mamura a chance. But soon after she makes her
choice, Mr. Shishio throws her a curveball. -- VIZ Media
Clueless country girl Suzume moves to Tokyo and finds her heart caught between two men!
After arriving in Tokyo to live with her uncle, Suzume collapses in a nearby park where she had
once seen a shooting star during the day. A handsome stranger brings her to her new home
and tells her they’ll meet again. Suzume starts her first day at her new high school sitting next
to a boy who blushes furiously at her touch. And her homeroom teacher is none other than the
handsome stranger! Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. She is trying to
get over Mr. Shishio, but they unexpectedly end up going to an aquarium together. Suzume
enjoys herself, but Mr. Shishio’s confusing attitude puzzles her.
Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. Mr. Shishio once again declares his
love to Suzume, but this time around she can’t find it in her heart to trust his words. Instead
she chooses to focus on strengthening her relationship with Mamura. But when Mr. Shishio
and Mamura face off in a relay race for Sports Day, just who will Suzume root for? -- VIZ Media
Maybe it's the long, lazy days, or maybe it's the heat making everyone a little bit crazy.
Whatever the reason, summer is the perfect time for love to bloom. Summer Days and
Summer Nights: Twelve Love Stories, written by twelve bestselling young adult writers and
edited by the international bestselling Stephanie Perkins, will have you dreaming of sunset
strolls by the lake. So set out your beach chair and grab your sunglasses. You have twelve
reasons this summer to soak up the sun and fall in love.
Follow the Knight of Swords as he explores and meets with the inhabitants of a Land called
Tarot.
Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. Mr. Shishio’s change of heart
causes Suzume to shut herself up in her room. When Suzume's mother returns to their
hometown for a brief stay, Suzume makes the sudden decision to return home. But Yuyuka
and Suzume's other Tokyo friends are determined to bring her back. -- VIZ Media
In order to save her mother she had no choice but to make a sky-high price deal with the
mysterious man five years later she returned as an acting newcomer but he stuck her in the
car and threatened not to go anywhere near her son she eluded him but ran into him again and
again later he will buckle her in the bosom the look in the eyes cold cold query once is
accidental twice is coincidence ye wanqing this time how do you explain she looked up and
smiled brightly this time is my step by step plan he thought she was seeking his heart is the
identity of mrs gu when he willingly step into her calculation but found that she hid a terrible
secret ye wanqing how do you want to die is there a reprieve your honor what do you think it is
said that marriage is the tomb of love ye wanqing love born in trade died in fraud buried in gu
jin yuan gu jinyuan the grave is dug still not dead come in ye wanqing ? ?
It is rumored that Touji Seryou, one of the more popular boys at school, would go out with
anyone who asks him out on a Monday morning. But on this particular Monday morning, the
first person he meets at the school gate is no other than Yuzuru Shino, Seryou's sempai at the
archery club. On a whim, and well-aware of Seryou's reputation, Shino asks Seryou to go out
with him. Thinking that it will be treated as a joke, they're both guys after all, imagine Shino's
surprise when Seryou takes him up on the offer! There is a catch, though. While Seryou does
go out with the first girl who asks him out on a Monday morning, the other side of the coin is by the end of the week, he will break up with that person. In essence, Seryou is a lover with a
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one-week expiration date. But will Shino prove to be the exception to that rule?

Sometimes the greatest romantic adventure isn’t falling in love—it’s what
happens after you fall in love! After missing out on love because she was too shy
to confess her feelings, high school student Satomi blurts out how she feels the
next time she gets a crush—and it’s to her impossibly handsome schoolmate
Yagyu! To her surprise, he agrees to date her. Now that Satomi’s suddenly in a
relationship, what next? Given how fast everything has happened, Satomi is still
clueless about how dating is supposed to work. How will she forge ahead in her
relationship with Yagyu?
Do you want fries with your hellfire? Being soundly thrashed by the hero Emilia,
the Devil King and his general beat a hasty retreat to a parallel universe...only to
land smack in the middle of bustling, modern-day Tokyo! Lacking the magic
necessary to return home, the two are forced to assume human identities and
live average human lives until they can find a better solution. And to make ends
meet, Satan finds gainful employment at a nearby fast food joint! With his devilish
mind set on working his way up the management food chain, what will become of
his thirst for conquest?!
Amy's friends are hurting, Cassie and David broke up, Amy is failing history, and
she is afraid Oliver is going somewhere far away and never coming back, but
even if she can't fix everything for her friends, it still means something to be there
with
After discovering Batman's identity, Tim Drake must now endure months of
intensive physical training before he can publicly debut as the Caped Crusader's
new partner. Given an all-new hi-tech costume and the encouragement of former
Robin Dick Grayson, Tim is finally ready to don the identity he was born for:
Robin! But when his parents are kidnapped by the Obeah Man will Batman be
able to save them or will tragedy find Tim Drake? Then, Robin must survive a
final baptism by fire as he travels overseas to learn martial arts from one of the
world's greatest fighters-the deadly Lady Siva. Flying solo for the first time, he
comes across a diabolical plot by Batman's old enemy King Snake and must
prove that he is worthy of the mantle of Robin! ROBIN: REBORN collects in
chronological order for the first time ever BATMAN #455-457, DETECTIVE
COMICS #618-621, and ROBIN #1-5. Detailing the journey of fan favorite Tim
Drake's transformation into Robin are classic comic creators ALAN GRANT(
BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT), CHUCK DIXON (NIGHTWING), NORM
BREYFOGLE (BATMAN BEYOND) and TOM LYLE (STARMAN)!
From Sarah Dessen, the beloved New York Times bestselling author of SAINT
ANYTHING and JUST LISTEN, comes a new novel set in the world of wedding
planning! Is it really better to have loved and lost? Louna's summer job is to help
brides plan their perfect day, even though she stopped believing in happily-everafter when her first love ended tragically. But charming girl-magnet Ambrose isn't
about to be discouraged now that he's met the one he really wants. Maybe
Louna's second chance is standing right in front of her. Sarah Dessen’s many
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fans will adore this latest novel, a richly satisfying, enormously entertaining story
with humor, romance, and an ending that is so much more than happily-everafter.
This romantic story of hope, chance, and change from the author of The
Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight is one JENNY HAN says is filled with
all of her "favorite things," MORGAN MATSON calls “something wonderful” and
STEPHANIE PERKINS says “is rich with the intensity of real love.” Alice has
never believed in luck, but that doesn’t stop her from rooting for love. After pining
for her best friend Teddy for years, she jokingly gifts him a lottery ticket—attached
to a note professing her love—on his birthday. Then, the unthinkable happens: he
actually wins. At first, it seems like the luckiest thing on earth. But as Teddy gets
swept up by his $140 million windfall and fame and fortune come between them,
Alice is forced to consider whether her stroke of good fortune might have been
anything but. She bought a winning lottery ticket. He collected the cash. Will they
realize that true love’s the real prize? Featured in Seventeen Magazine's "What's
Hot Now" “Windfall is about all of my favorite things—a girl’s first big love, her first
big loss, and—her first big luck.” —JENNY HAN, New York Times bestselling
author of To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before “Windfall is perfectly named; reading
it, I felt like I had suddenly found something wonderful.” —MORGAN MATSON,
New York Times bestselling author of The Unexpected Everything “Windfall is
rich with the intensity of real love— in all its heartache and hope.” —STEPHANIE
PERKINS, New York Times bestselling author of Isla and the Happily Ever After
"If you’re looking for your next great read, then you’re in 'luck!'" —Justine
Magazine
Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. Spring arrives, and
Suzume and her classmates are now second-year students. There’s just one
problem—all the first-year girls are obsessed with Mamura. Suzume and her
friends come up with a plan to make Suzume his fake girlfriend, but Mamura is
conflicted. -- VIZ Media
After the funeral, Natsumi reluctantly agrees to date her sister’s fiancé Togo. But
as their relationship develops with the passing seasons, Haru’s memory lingers
over them like a curse. Asuka Konishi’s English-language debut is a nuanced
and affecting portrait of the conflict between romantic and familial love, and of the
hard choices that face us all in making our lives our own.
Clueless country girl Suzume moves to Tokyo and finds her heart caught
between two men! After arriving in Tokyo to live with her uncle, Suzume
collapses in a nearby park where she had once seen a shooting star during the
day. A handsome stranger brings her to her new home and tells her they’ll meet
again. Suzume starts her first day at her new high school sitting next to a boy
who blushes furiously at her touch. And her homeroom teacher is none other
than the handsome stranger! Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her
uncle. With Mr. Shishio’s true feelings for her out in the open, Suzume tries to
her best to figure out if they are an item or not. Meanwhile, Mamura grows
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suspicious of Shishio and Suzume’s relationship.
Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. In an unguarded
moment while her teacher, Mr. Shishio, naps in the infirmary, Suzume voices her
feelings. But h's not asleep?! Suzume's classmate Mamura soon realizes how
she feels about their teacher, and with Mr. Shishio’s ex-girlfriend back in the
picture, things become even more complicated. -- VIZ Media
To obtain a map of the northlands, Lawrence and company leave the Kingdom of
Winfiel and return to Kerube. Seeking out a silversmith of notorious reputation,
they are introduced to the beautiful Fran Vonely who offers to provide what they
seek. However, Fran's map comes with a price-in exchange, the party must travel
with her to a village where an angel is said to have alighted and discover the truth
behind the legend. But what of the rumor that a witch lives in that very same
village...?
Mito finally understands her feelings for Ruka … but just as she realizes the truth,
she and Ruka have a fight, and she ends up spending the night with Ren.
However, being in close quarters with her awakens the half-vampire dhampir
Ren's predatory nature! It's a three-way triangle between a crossdressing girl, an
obsessive vampire, and a dangerous dhampir in this heart-pounding third
volume!
Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. She soon realizes she
is attracted to her homeroom teacher, Mr. Shishio. Although she tries to deny her
feelings, they only grow stronger. But then her classmate Mamura does
something that leaves her speechless! -- VIZ Media
A young boy named Subaru comes to Asahi’s aid, but despite his help, Asahi
must endure a test of survival! Will she be able to make it out alive, or will she
end up being sacrificed? -- VIZ Media
The team behind the critically acclaimed revamp of Batgirl returns with an
exciting sci-fi action-adventure series! By day, Domino Swift competes for fame &
fortune in a worldwide motorcycle racing league. By night, she cracks heads of
rival gangs in brutal bike wars to gain possession of a rare, valuable contraband:
an engine-boosting ñmachine narcoticî known as Crush.
Acclaimed by critics and readers on its first publication in 1987, winner of the
Locus Award for Best First Novel, Emma Bull's War for the Oaks is one of the
novels that has defined modern urban fantasy. Eddi McCandry sings rock and
roll. But her boyfriend just dumped her, her band just broke up, and life could
hardly be worse. Then, walking home through downtown Minneapolis on a dark
night, she finds herself drafted into an invisible war between the faerie folk. Now,
more than her own survival is at risk—and her own preferences, musical and
personal, are very much beside the point. By turns tough and lyrical, fabulous
and down-to-earth, War for the Oaks is a fantasy novel that's as much about this
world as about the other one. It's about real love and loyalty, about real music
and musicians, about false glamour and true art. It will change the way you hear
and see your own daily life. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
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without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A psychological suspense series about a girl who has given up her life as an idol
after being assaulted by a fan. After that day, she stopped being a girl. In the
wake of an assault, Nina Kamiyama, a former idol in the group Pure Club, shuns
her femininity and starts dressing as a boy. At high school she keeps to herself,
but fellow student Hikaru Horiuchi realizes who she is. What secrets is she
keeping? The shocking drama starts.
A disillusioned young man in search of "something" stumbles into the weird and
wacky world of Wonderland, where, as "Alice," he is thrust into a murderous
game of "Kill the White Rabbit" by command of the ruler of the land, the Queen of
Hearts. But while Alice rails against the role that has been forced upon him, he
has little choice but to comply. For in Wonderland, not sticking to the script can
have deadly consequences...
On her sixteenth birthday, orphan Himari Momochi inherits her ancestral estate
that she's never seen. Momochi House exists on the barrier between the human
and spiritual realms, and Himari is meant to act as guardian between the two
worlds. But on the day she moves in, she finds three handsome squatters
already living in the house, and one seems to have already taken over her role! -VIZ Media
Shin is a brand-new actor unfairly typecast as a villain, and Shige, his secret
lover since college, is a rising star who often gets the role of the heartthrob good
guy. With Shige’s popularity on the rise and Shin’s awkward personality making
him resemble the villains he plays, the two can’t risk being seen together for fear
of tainting Shige’s image. And to complicate matters further, their relationship
has lacked physical intimacy since their disastrous first time together. Every good
role needs its conflict, but will this couple call it a wrap when they suddenly find
themselves in the spotlight? -- VIZ Media
Handsome teenage calligrapher Sei Handa is worshipped by all his classmates
as an aloof superstar--too bad Sei's inherent negativity makes him believe that
everyone actually hates him...?! A youthful comedy of misunderstanding and
melancholy unfolds in the first volume of this hilarious prequel to Barakamon!
As society rises from the ashes of war, cybernetically augmented arena fighters
battle for fame and fortune…or die trying. It’s the 19th century, and the world has
entered the Era of Rebirth, recovering from the devastating flames of war. The
sport of mechanical martial arts has galvanized the nations. Cybernetically
augmented fighters turn their blood into steam and their bodies into brutal
fighting—and killing—machines. Young Levius is one of those arena battlers, hellbent on winning in order to simply survive. Levius is victorious in his deadly
match against A.J. and reaches Grade I, the top league, where the battles are
even more intense. His first opponent is Oliver E. Kingsley, who is known as "the
Emperor" and is currently undefeated. Despite all the challenges he's faced so
far, is Levius truly ready to fight against a top competitor?
Yoi Takiguchi has long legs, a deep voice, and a handsome face...in other words,
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Yoi is such a good-looking guy that most people don't notice or care that she is,
in fact, a girl. Indeed, she's had the nickname "Prince" as long as she can
remember. That is, until she met Ichimura-senpai...the only person who's really
seemed to see her for herself. To her surprise, she's not sure how to handle this
new relationship, especially when her newfound friend is a prince himself (and a
guy prince, at that). The story of the two high school princes starts here!
Also known as Tsurezure Biyori, a touching yuri series about two girls falling in
love in the Japanese countryside. As children, Koharu and Mafuyu were best
buds until Mafuyu moved away to Tokyo. But now, several years have passed
and Mafuyu is back, attending the same high school as Koharu. As the two girls
explore their sleepy hometown, Koharu can’t help but develop a crush on her
childhood best friend...
When Hana falls in love with a young interloper she encounters in her college class, the last
thing she expects to learn is that he is part wolf. Instead of rejecting her lover upon learning his
secret, she accepts him with open arms. Soon, the couple is expecting their first child, and a
cozy picture of family life unfolds. But after what seems like a mere moment of bliss to Hana,
the father of her children is tragically taken from her. Life as a single mother is hard in any
situation, but when your children walk a fine line between man and beast, the rules of
parenting all but go out the window. With no one to turn to, how will Hana survive?
Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. Suzume and Mamura enjoy some
much-needed alone time in Okinawa. That is, until Suzume spots a guy who looks a lot like Mr.
Shishio. Finally, the time has come for Suzume to confront her feelings once and for all. Who
will she choose? Find out in the series’ dramatic conclusion! -- VIZ Media
Prince Tenyou is not what Rangetsu expected, and the political currents in the palace run deep
and strange. Does Rangetsu have any chance of finding justice for her brother, or will she
become just another Ajin casualty in the game of kings? -- VIZ Media
Amu's Guardian Characters--Ran, Miki, and Su--explore such activities as exercise, cooking,
and painting in a series of very short four-panel stories.
Collects Savage Sword of Conan (2019) #1-5 black-and-white. The saga of the death cult of
Koga Thun — in brutal black and white! This special collection features the sword-and-sorcery
epic brought to life — and death — by Ron Garney’s sensational inked pages, printed without
color so you can savor every barbaric detail!
Clueless country girl Suzume moves to Tokyo and finds her heart caught between two men!
After arriving in Tokyo to live with her uncle, Suzume collapses in a nearby park where she had
once seen a shooting star during the day. A handsome stranger brings her to her new home
and tells her they’ll meet again. Suzume starts her first day at her new high school sitting next
to a boy who blushes furiously at her touch. And her homeroom teacher is none other than the
handsome stranger! Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is living with her uncle. Suzume and Mr.
Shishio take a trip together for the first time. But something weighs heavily on Mr. Shishio’s
mind. Meanwhile, Suzume’s worried about being caught on a romantic outing with her
teacher.
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